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Abstract: This paper aims to explore the cyber-deception-based approach and to design a novel
conceptual model of hybrid threats that includes deception methods. Security programs primarily
focus on prevention-based strategies aimed at stopping attackers from getting into the network. These
programs attempt to use hardened perimeters and endpoint defenses by recognizing and blocking
malicious activities to detect and stop attackers before they can get in. Most organizations implement
such a strategy by fortifying their networks with defense-in-depth through layered prevention
controls. Detection controls are usually placed to augment prevention at the perimeter, and not as
consistently deployed for in-network threat detection. This architecture leaves detection gaps that
are difficult to fill with existing security controls not specifically designed for that role. Rather than
using prevention alone, a strategy that attackers have consistently succeeded against, defenders
are adopting a more balanced strategy that includes detection and response. Most organizations
deploy an intrusion detection system (IDS) or next-generation firewall that picks up known attacks
or attempts to pattern match for identification. Other detection tools use monitoring, traffic, or
behavioral analysis. These reactive defenses are designed to detect once they are attacked yet often
fail. They also have some limitations because they are not designed to catch credential harvesting or
attacks based on what appears as authorized access. They are also often seen as complex and prone
to false positives, adding to analyst alert fatigue. The security industry has focused recent innovation
on finding more accurate ways to recognize malicious activity with technologies such as user and
entity behavioral analytics (UEBA), big data, artificial intelligence (AI), and deception.
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1. Introduction
The goal of this paper is to construct a novel Hybrid Threats Model and investigate
the cyber deception approach for threat detection using deception-based methods.
As companies adjust their business models and explore digitization opportunities,
new risks arise, and companies can become more vulnerable to cybersecurity threats.
Procedures need to be reviewed and updated to mitigate any potential vulnerabilities.
As a result, an emerging focus on security architecture has arisen to help organizations
create a roadmap to mitigate cybersecurity risks. Security architecture is the design of
artifacts that describe how security controls are positioned and how they relate to the
overall system architecture. In this exercise, organizations define technology standards to
prevent development teams from using rogue technologies that may include vulnerabilities.
Additionally, monitoring outdated technologies is also important so as not to run into
unintended breakdowns. Using security architecture, organizations can view their impact
on the business and prioritize their replacement. Another important aspect of mitigating
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the cybersecurity risk is creating reference architecture models that integrate regulatory
and company policy requirements. Infrastructure diagrams including security items such
as firewalls should be designed providing guidelines for their implementations. It is also
imperative to track vulnerabilities of each IT asset using online libraries that list all possible
weaknesses [1].
Technology is an indispensable and integral part of today’s business in helping to
drive growth and improve operations. It is now commonplace to think of corporate
strategies and digital strategies in the same way. The current COVID-19 crisis has made
this viewpoint more urgent than ever as executive leadership moves beyond just seeing
technology as a cost-saving vehicle. In a 2020 McKinsey study, more than half of executives
say they are investing in technology for competitive advantage or refocusing their entire
business around digital technologies. These mindset shifts regarding digital technology are
even more apparent at companies with declining revenues as they acknowledge they were
behind their peers in the use of digital technology. COVID-19 pushed companies over the
technology tipping point and transformed business forever. Organizations must now build
a flexible digital organization that can withstand disruption, with an architecture resilientby-design, embedded in technologies and processes [2]. An efficient, high-performing,
and adaptable information technology (IT) ecosystem becomes a real business asset [1].
Deception should not be viewed as a“rip and replacement" of existing security controls;
it complements and enhances them. The decision to add deception should be based on
a need for early and simplified threat detection, closing in-network detection gaps, and
strengthening security programs across multiple environments and threat vectors, and
a need for the ability to do things that other security solutions cannot do. Additionally,
deception provides visibility into exposed attack paths, attacker activity, and captured
threat intelligence. This, paired with forensic recording, enhances and elevates a security
team’s ability to prevent an attack and to respond decisively when under attack. Adding
a new capability to a security stack can come with complexity as security teams work
to incorporate the solution into their operations. This is generally not the case with a
deception platform. Such platforms integrate with existing systems in a way that requires
minimal effort to deploy, operate, and manage.
Security technologies must continually evolve to match transformations across digital
business landscapes. Product managers must address new security risks and threats posed
by new infrastructures, business-enabling technologies, and evolved security programs [3].
“It’s true that when distributed deception technology first emerged, honeypots were the
most analogous solution to describe the way that deception worked, in that a honeypot
also tries to trick attackers into an engagement. However, deception has come a long
way since the early heyday of honeypots, and its more lightweight, far more valuable
descendant is proving extremely versatile when it comes to use cases. Unlike honeypots
that are typically used to trap attackers to study their late-stage attack behaviors, endpoint
deceptions are false data elements meant to be encountered early in the attack lifecycle.
At first interaction with any false data, a high-fidelity notification is triggered, showing
exactly what has been attempted and where. In fact, next-generation deception technology
has emerged as the most effective and earliest way to detect and stop attacker movement
inside the environment. With all the overblown promises on the market, coupled with
the extreme and immediate need for strong cybersecurity, organizations can have a hard
time figuring out whether any particular security product or service is really going to
be effective at catching attackers before they reach critical data. Gartner notes that deception technology not only ‘does well in proof of concept (POC)’ and ‘perform(s) well
during the sales cycle;’ it also ‘proved to be a worthy technology to add to security programs.’ By understanding the truths about deception technology—and clearing up the
misconceptions—organizations can start implementing a new security approach that is
easily deployed, proactive, and effective” [4].
Advanced deception platforms will not disrupt other network functions. They operate
out of the band and have the flexibility to white-list devices to avoid conflicts. They also
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do not require the installation of endpoint agents. A deception platform’s high-fidelity
alerts become a true forces multiplier when applied to endpoint detection and response
(EDR), network traffic analysis (NTA), and security information and event management
(SIEM) [5] solutions for better and more accurate detection. Native platform integration
with existing security infrastructure provide seamless sharing of attack information and
facilitate automation. Benefits include automated blocking, isolation, threat hunting,
and repeatable playbooks that accelerate incident response. Some solutions also provide
integrations with threat orchestration tools for streamlined operation [6].
Cyber deception exploits technical assets such as honeypots and honeytokens to
spy on and manipulate the activities of a network attacker [7,8]. Honeypots are effective
precisely because attackers do not know if they are there and where they will be. However,
honeypots are also a controversial technique; they essentially bait and capture intruders
skirting the fine line between keeping attackers out of a network versus inviting them
in [9].
Deception-based techniques provide significant advantages over traditional security
controls [10,11]. Cyber deception considers trends and developments in deception technologies, threat hunting, analysis, and sensor capabilities, evolving tactics, and techniques
and procedures (TTPs) of hostile attackers and explores the contribution that it can make
to defeat them as well as additional opportunities for capability enhancements in the near
term [12].
Section 2 deals with basic notions of Cyber Deception Technology. Section 3 explains
the Hybrid Threats Model, including Resilience as the first line of defense, New Generation
War with Cyberwarfare, Cyber Resilience and Further Development of Cyber Deception.
Section 4 elaborates and depicts Military Education for Cybersecurity. Case study on
Cyber Deception is described in Section 5 with The Attack Cycle, Deception Goals and
Types of Deception Technology along with Advanced Deception for an Active Defense.
The conclusive last section reveals benefits that can be achieved by the application of the
proposed approach. The approach itself is open for enlargement, dynamic adjustments,
and extensions needed to fulfill business and cybersecurity system needs.
2. Basic Notions on Cyber Deception
As the founder of the Honeynet Project, Lance Spitzner Director, SANS Institute
has always been fascinated by the world of deception. Deception brings tremendous
advantages to the cyber defender, from simplified threat detection and hunting to cyber
intelligence gathering and dynamic defenses. Early attempts at deception technologies,
including honeynets, were hampered by complexity. However, since those early days,
deception has rapidly evolved in efficacy, scalability, and ease of use. His history with
honeynets started when their solution was built in 1998, which eventually led to the
Honeynet Project. In many ways, this is when cyber deception was born. A lot has changed
over the last 23 years. Commercial deception has increased its overall efficacy and has
dramatically decreased the time it takes to create and manage a deception network from
weeks down to what a single systems admin can do during their lunch break [6].
“Increased compute power, artificial intelligence, and tools on the Dark Web are
equipping cyber attackers with the resources to launch more sophisticated and destructive
attacks. Reactive defenses are no longer enough to stop attackers from infiltrating even
the best security architectures. Environmental dynamics are also changing and disrupting
resiliency with the rapid adoption of cloud infrastructure and the proliferation of IoT
devices. The concept of a perimeter as we have known it is disappearing and the battle
against cybercrime has moved inside the network. With this shift, organizations need to
rethink their security strategies as well as the tools they have traditionally come to rely
on” [13]. Prevention-only defense is no longer enough, and organizations are seeking new
tools and programs for early detection, faster response, and gaining a better understanding
of their adversaries. Cyber deception is serving to meet these needs driven by its simplicity,
ease of use, and ability to complement security solutions already in place. The solution
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uniquely carries the benefit of not only being able to disrupt and derail attacks but also,
in its power to shift the asymmetry in the direction of the defenders [6].
For millennia, deception has been used to effectively confuse and outmaneuver opponents in warfare, sports, and gambling. Now, deception is being applied to the cyber
realm to create uncertainty in the attackers’ mind, to trick them into making mistakes that
reveal their presence, and to make the overall attack economics unfavorable. With deception technology, security teams do not need to wait and react to an attack. Instead, they
can deploy bait, lures, and decoys designed to derail attacks early and throughout the
attack life-cycle. Attackers typically harvest credentials, conduct reconnaissance, and move
laterally to complete their attack. With a deception fabric, organizations create a virtual
minefield consisting of credential bait and decoys that mirror the production environment’s
operating systems, applications, and data. As soon as an attacker interacts with a deceptive
asset, the security team receives a high-fidelity, engagement-based alert with the information required to not only stop the threat’s actors but also understand them. Unlike other
detection tools, a high-interaction deception environment provides defenders with the
option to safely study their opponent while gathering adversary intelligence. By gaining
insight into the attacker’s tools, methods, and intent, the defender is armed with deeper
knowledge for strengthening overall defense strategies, leveling the playing field with
their opponent [6].
Attackers have remained undetected in networks for much too long after the initial
compromise. Dwell time ranges from 79 days to over 200 days, depending on the region
and source of the report. These numbers reinforce that an attacker is afforded far too
much time in an enterprise while remaining undetected. Conversely, even when defenders
successfully disrupt and remediate attacks, too often, little useful information is gathered
about the adversary. This lack of information makes verifying the removal of the attacker’s
foothold and preventing a successful return extremely challenging. Unlike attackers,
who gain knowledge about the environment each time they attack, defenders do not
acquire additional insight, putting them at a distinct disadvantage. As in physical attacks,
understanding potential adversaries is critical to countering their next move [6].
2.1. Hybrid Threats
“Hybrid warfare can be seen as ‘a concept of operations, or perhaps, an operational
concept, rather than a strategy or a theory of warfare’. We also adopt the term ‘hybrid
adversary’ for an actor applying the hybrid warfare concept and ‘hybrid threats’ as potential
actors and trends that exist in the security environment before the hybrid warfare concept
is applied (which is more an act). Hybrid warfare can be more easily characterized than
defined as a centrally designed and controlled use of various covert and overt tactics,
enacted by the military and/or nonmilitary means, ranging from intelligence and cyber
operations through economic pressure to the use of conventional forces. By employing
hybrid tactics, the attacker seeks to undermine and destabilize an opponent by applying
both coercive and subversive methods” [14].
“Hybrid threats can be characterized as a mixture of coercive and subversive activity,
conventional and unconventional methods (i.e., diplomatic, military, economic, technological, information) which can be used in a coordinated manner by state or non-state
actors to achieve specific objectives while remaining below the threshold of open organized
hostilities. There is usually an emphasis on exploiting the vulnerabilities of the target and
on generating ambiguity to hinder decision-making processes. Massive disinformation
campaigns, using social media to control the political narrative or to radicalize (even with
propaganda [15]), recruit and direct proxy actors can be vehicles for hybrid threats” [16].
2.2. Cyber Attacks and New Cyber Threats
Heading attackers off at the pass begins with quality threat defense. This could
be a layered solution approach or leading threat intelligence spread across the security
environment. Seven types of cyber-attacks exist, shown mapped to the layers of information
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systems’ Open Systems Interconnection Model (OSI-Model) created by the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO), as shown in Figure 1 [17].
The characteristic of the OSI-model is that it standardizes the communication functions
of a communication and information system regardless of the underlying technology and
internal structure. The model aims at achieving the interoperability of miscellaneous
communication systems through standard communication protocols. Furthermore, the
role of security protocols is irreplaceable [18,19].

Figure 1. Information Systems’ Open Systems Interconnection Model (OSI-Model) layers and types
of attack mapping.

“Advanced cyber threats are already here, 2020 has been an outlier in countless
categories, including cyber threat trends. The year has taught us many things the hard
way, including the importance of preparing for known threats. Yet, as we all adjusted
to the new realities of the pandemic, the world kept turning. Technology continued to
advance. Markets continued to grow. Cyber threats continued to evolve. Today importance
of preparing for known threats exists. In the span of a few weeks, the economy, education
systems, and lifestyles are altered by a scenario that experts had long been warning about.
Cyber threats are increasing in both scope and frequency”.
“Much of that evolution is related, at least somewhat, to the pandemic. From ransomware operators refining and polishing their business models, to the rapid adoption of
cloud as organizations seek to gain operational efficiencies, threat actors are evolving and
attack surfaces are expanding. In a time of change and adaptation, upcoming cybersecurity
challenges, and guidance on how to prepare for them are to be explored” [20].
The report [20] covers eight key cyber threat trends anticipated for 2021:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Next-Generation Extortion and Evolution in Malware Business Models
Supply Chain Attacks via Cloud-Hosted Development Environments
AI, Evasion, and Theft
Parcel and Shipping as Critical Infrastructure
Mandated Contact Tracing Apps May Open Doors for Large-Scale Cyber Attacks
Cybercriminals Will Likely Capitalize on Rapid U.S. Telehealth Adoption
Fifth Generation Network (5G) to Expand the Attack Surface for Industrial Internet of
Things (IoT)
5G to Increase Security Pressure on Mobile Hotspots.
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2.3. Cyber Deception Approach
Deception is based on planned, deliberate, and controlled actions to conceal the
networks, create uncertainty and confusion in the adversary’s mind, delay and manipulate
their efforts to establish situational awareness, and influence and misdirect perceptions and
decision processes [21], thereby causing them to take or not take actions that are beneficial
to the defender’s security posture. Active defense goes one step further in applying the
learnings from attacks to confidently respond to the immediate incident, mitigate risks
from a returning adversary, and build pre-emptive defenses. Cyberwarfare is “the use
of computer technology to disrupt the activities of a state or organization, especially the
deliberate attacking of information systems for strategic or military purposes”. Deception
in information security gives public and private sector organizations the same defensive
advantages the military gains from deception in actual warfare: causing an adversary to
make mistakes, wasting the opponent’s time and resources as they pursue false targets,
and giving the defense valuable intelligence on their adversary and the data they need to
confidently stop an attack.
3. Hybrid Threats Model
This Section first deals with resilience as the first line of defense, given in Section 3.1.
Then, in Section 3.2, New Generation War with Cyberwarfare is explained and the novel
Hybrid Threats Model is presented. Section 3.3 explains Cyber Resilience. In the last
Section 3.4, some directions on the further development of the cyber deception approach
are elaborated.
3.1. Resilience: The First Line of Defense
Modern societies are highly complex with integrated and interdependent sectors and
vital services. This makes them vulnerable to a major disruption in the case of a terrorist or
hybrid attack on critical infrastructure (Figure 2) [22].

Figure 2. Interdependent societal sectors and vital services vulnerable to a major disruption in the
case of a hybrid attack.

Hybrid threats (particularly recent cyber attacks) continue to target the civil population
and critical infrastructures, owned largely by the private sector. These developments have
had a profound effect, bringing into sharp focus the need to boost resilience through civil
preparedness. Today, Allies are pursuing a step-by-step approach to this end—an effort
that complements NATO’s military modernization and its overall deterrence and defense
posture [22].
3.1.1. Baseline Requirements
In 2016, at the Warsaw Summit, Allied leaders committed to enhancing resilience by
striving to achieve seven baseline requirements for civil preparedness [22]:
1.
2.

assured continuity of government and critical government services
resilient energy supplies
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

ability to deal effectively with the uncontrolled movement of people
resilient food and water resources
ability to deal with mass casualties
resilient civil communications systems
resilient civil transportation systems.

“This commitment is based on the recognition that the strategic environment has
changed, and that the resilience of civil structures, resources and services is the first line
of defense for today’s modern societies. More resilient countries—where the whole of
government, as well as the public and private sectors, are involved in civil preparedness
planning—have fewer vulnerabilities that can otherwise be used as leverage or be targeted
by adversaries. Resilience is therefore an important aspect of deterrence by denial: persuading an adversary not to attack by convincing it that an attack will not achieve its intended
objectives. Resilient societies also have a greater propensity to bounce back after crises:
they tend to recover more rapidly and can return to pre-crisis functional levels with greater
ease than less resilient societies” [22]. The recovery process is usually connected with an
increase in optimism among economic parties, and a belief that the situation is going back
to normal, i.e., a growth trend. People should again trust each other and the system. Trust
and boundaries seem to be irreplaceable in building and sustaining socio-economic growth
in the pandemic world [23]. As researchers Tokarčíková et al. reported, improvement of
appropriate professional skills of further generations [24] and acting in a social responsible
way [25] can generate positive consequences increasing achievement of sustainability goals
and building resilient societies. This makes continuity of government and essential services
to the population more durable. Similarly, it enhances the ability of the civil sector to
support a NATO military operation, including the capacity to rapidly reinforce an Ally.
Such resilience is of benefit across the spectrum of threats, from countering or responding to a terrorist attack to potential collective defense scenarios. Consequently, enhancing
resilience through civil preparedness plays an important rôle in strengthening the Alliance’s
deterrence and defense posture [22].
3.1.2. Ensuring Coherence of Effort
With the changing security environment, defense planning efforts have been reinforced, including in the area of civil preparedness. Seven baseline requirements (Section 3.1.1)
include a systematic approach to improving these capabilities. Regular assessments are an
essential aspect, helping to identify and measure areas of progress and challenges.
“Civil preparedness is the subject of more active engagement with capitals and civil
ministries in a collaborative effort to assess and advise on improvements. Assessments
allow the testing of assumptions about the availability of resources, the levels of preparedness and protection of civil resources and infrastructure, including those that support the
military. They help ensure coherence between efforts on resilience through civil preparedness with those on the military side. Over the longer term, they aim to promote greater
civil-military cooperation in member states”.
“Building on the seven baseline requirements, the commitment by Allies and the
detailed planning guidance, regular assessments have provided a greater understanding of
areas of progress, as well as remaining challenges” [22].
3.2. Hybrid Warfare
Cyber threats are multi-faceted and rapidly evolving. A military commander needs a
cyber decision support system tailored to the mission to react quickly and assign tasks to
subordinate units. Impact assessment and risk management are essential parts to evaluate
the cyber situation and to offer remediation as part of a mitigation plan [26].
3.2.1. Active Defense vs. Cyberwarfare
The Active Cyber Defense Certainty Act (ACDC) bill submitted in 2017 proposed
making changes, but to date has not been approved, and even if legalized in the US,
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would still be subject to international laws that predominantly prohibit this type of activity.
Law and ethics aside, attribution is typically not easy, and most organizations simply
do not have the skills or tools to do this successfully. Hacking back also presents a high
risk that could result in unintended consequences. This may stem from attacking the
innocent or bringing on heightened attacker retaliation, which organizations may find
themselves ill-prepared for. Threat deception is a much better option than retaliation.
Instead, organizations can use the rich forensic, threat, and adversary intelligence gathered
in a deception environment to take pre-emptive measures to fortify their defenses. By better
understanding the attacker, an organization can confuse, slow down, and stop an attacker
while gathering information on how they are attacking and what they may be targeting.
In addition to threat and adversary intelligence, the use of decoy document beaconing
functionality provides counterintelligence on what an attacker is seeking and geo-location
of where the document is accessed, inside and outside the network. This capability can
be invaluable in understanding what and whether something is stolen and for protecting
research, intellectual property, or case files.
“Two major variables affect the utility of cyber technologies in war: the timing and
operational complexity of cyber operations. Timing refers to questions of when and how
long to engage in cyber operations to maximize effects. Operational complexity describes
how hard it is to pull off the entire operation. Operational complexity includes various
aspects such as the number of targets (one system vs. hundreds of systems to be hit at the
same time), the defense level of the targets (multiple open attack surfaces vs. air-gapped
systems), the availability of resources (intelligence and malware stockpile) as well as the
size and internal organization and coordination of attacker teams” [27].
3.2.2. Hybrid Threats Model Components
Cyberspace is the fifth domain of operations, alongside the domains of land, sea, air,
and space: the successful implementation of EU missions and operations is increasingly
dependent on uninterrupted access to secure cyberspace and thus requires robust and
resilient cyber operational capabilities [28]. Within the non-hierarchical Hybrid Threats
Model, military and nonmilitary activities using conventional and unconventional tools
and tactics are combined. Interactions between some individual layers of the model by
the means of cybersecurity and cyber defense are being achieved in cyberspace as the
common denominator of particular components of the model, enabling multiple threats to
be realized through system’s (state’s) vulnerabilities [29].
To cope with the challenges, which today are manifested as unknown unknowns,
systems tend to enable personnel and develop new processes, organization, and technology.
Technologies are being developed that, unlike traditional approaches [30,31], can protect
systems from serious threats by learning what is “normal” for the organization and its
people, thereby spotting emerging anomalies. Unlike the traditional rules and signaturebased approach, this technology can spot threats that could harm the organization and
network that the traditional approaches would be unable to detect [32]. It can deal with
uncertainty and delivers adaptive protection for organizations from both insider threats
and advanced cyber-attacks [33]. A new-generation war will be dominated by information
and psychological warfare that will seek to achieve superiority and weapons control and
depress the opponent’s armed forces personnel and population morally and psychologically.
In the ongoing revolution in information technologies, information and psychological
warfare will largely lay the groundwork for victory. Asymmetric actions, too, will be used
extensively to level off the enemy’s superiority in the armed struggle by a combination of
political, economic, information, technological, and ecological campaigns in the form of
indirect actions and nonmilitary measures (see Figure 3), refined and improved from [29].
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Figure 3. Hybrid Threats Model.

Within the non-hierarchical Hybrid Threats Model, military and nonmilitary activities
using conventional and unconventional tools and tactics are combined. Interactions between some individual layers of the model by means of cybersecurity and cyber defense
are being achieved in cyberspace as the common denominator of particular components of
the model, enabling multiple threats to be realized through systems’ (states’) vulnerabilities [29].
“These nonmilitary actions will help lessen and remove military hazards and threats
by the opponents entering into peace treaties and taking other amicable steps. nonmilitary
measures serve to reduce the possibility for the aggressor to engage in hostile activities
against other countries, give it an unflattering image in public opinion, make sensational denunciations of its aggressive plans, and so on. Beyond a shadow of a doubt, the aggressive
side will be first to use nonmilitary actions and measures as it plans to attack its victim in a
new-generation war. With powerful information technologies at its disposal, the aggressor
will make an effort to involve all public institutions in the country it intends to attack, pri-
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marily the mass media and religious organizations, cultural institutions, non-governmental
organizations, public movements financed from abroad, and scholars engaged in research
on foreign grants. All these institutions and individuals may be involved in a distributed
attack and strike damaging point blows at the country’s social system with the purported
aims of promoting democracy and respect for human rights” [34,35].
3.3. Cyber Resilience
Whether penetration testing is driven by compliance or as part of standard security
resiliency testing, it is a vital component of an organization’s defenses, especially in today’s
era of high-profile breaches [36]. In 2017, there was an unrelenting stream of headline
news highlighting over 2000 successful security breaches. Attacks that led to massive
amounts of compromised personal information, IP theft, financial loss, ransomware attacks,
and even attacks on energy and medical organizations, which put human safety at risk.
With the growing sophistication and frequency of attacks, organizations, now more than
ever, need to evaluate the effectiveness of their defenses to quickly identify and close gaps
that attackers can exploit. A Red Team penetration test against a Blue Team defense plays
an instrumental role in identifying weaknesses in both security infrastructure and security
processes. A Red Team’s “real” attack on defenses will discover ways an attacker can to get
into the network based on vulnerabilities or inefficiencies. Once in the network, the Red
Team attacker gathers intelligence through reconnaissance activities to assess the location
of assets, which credentials to harvest, and likely attack paths. Next, the team will test
in-network defenses and whether the internal controls are sufficient to prevent them from
accessing sensitive or critical data or from causing damage to critical infrastructure. All too
often, organizations will fail their penetration tests, which can put them at compliance risk
and, more concerning, at risk of a breach. Repeatedly, the root of these failures often lies in
the inability to detect attacker lateral movement or credentials that are exposed to theft.
The Role of Deception in Penetration Testing Organizations use deception technology to
change the asymmetry against attackers. It can also be a valuable resource for tipping the
odds in favor of a Blue Team over a Red Team. Deception is designed for visibility and early
detection of in-network threats that have successfully bypassed perimeter and antivirus
defenses. Human resources will be considered as one of the main assets in cybersecurity
that will play crucial roles. To develop a human resource, the recruitment process for the
competencies needed must encompass skills to develop, prevent, detect and respond in
a timely manner to attacks. Cyber Resilience can be realized by strengthening all cyber
defense, cybersecurity, and cyber sovereignty [37].
“In cyber deception, decoys and lures offer similar benefits in their use of camouflage
to keep corporate networks and their information safe. This creates an advantage that other
security tools cannot do. By hiding in plain sight, attackers can be tricked and derailed,
causing adversaries to make mistakes and turning the tables on those that try to infiltrate
systems. Cyber deception defense tactics protect a network by convincing a cybercriminal
that they are accessing the actual network, when in fact they are wandering aimlessly
through a virtual ‘hall of mirrors’. This starts by providing the in-network attacker with
attractive targets that replicate the look, feel, and behavior of the actual network. This is
done through the use of decoy networks, which are based on the same operating systems,
applications, and identities of the production systems. Placing attractive ‘breadcrumbs’
based on credentials and mapped drives will also proactively and quickly lure the attacker
into the deception environment. So too is populating the decoy with recent, seemingly
valuable, content that the attacker would expect to find. Being attractive is important, but it
must also be balanced with authenticity. As such, decoy networks should not be too obvious
or easy to infiltrate or attackers will promptly identify them as fakes and avoid them. A welldesigned decoy network will not only reduce risk by detecting threats early but will also
benefit the defender with the intelligence they could not gather elsewhere. This can be
used to reduce response time down from hours to minutes and can provide a competitive
advantage by using this information to fortify defenses. Whether the motivation is in
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the fidelity of the detection or in the desire to gather adversary intelligence and forensics,
deception is providing a unique offering and one that the adversary is not often expecting
or prepared for. There are clear benefits to adding a synthetic deception environment
to an organization’s network. As soon as a would-be predator interacts with the decoy,
they immediately reveal their presence and their activities can then be monitored and
recorded. This is a unique advantage to defenders that can only be achieved within a
deceptive environment. The actions taken by the attacker within the decoy system are
immediately gathered and analyzed to reveal indicators of compromise and their tactics,
techniques, and procedures, as well as highlighting what they might be looking to access.
Such intelligence empowers IT security teams to not only deal with the present danger
but also to eradicate and defend against future threats. There is also the benefit that the
cybercriminal will be wasting time and resources trying to infiltrate further and further
into a system that will ultimately offer up no reward. When the attacker eventually realizes
they are in a fake network, they will either have to start their infiltration all over again or,
not wanting to deal with the complexity a deception network adds, will move on and look
for other, easier targets. For maximum adversary intelligence, it is useful for the attacker
to believe for as long as possible that they are in the actual production network. This
requires a deception environment that looks and behaves like the real thing and includes
a safe ‘sandboxed’ environment so that the actions can be studied without risk to their
organization. Typically, an attacker has the benefit of gathering intelligence with every
attack. With deception’s ability to engage the adversary, the playing field is leveled and
the defender can now gain critical information to proactively fight back. The use of cyber
deception has grown rapidly based on its ability to trick predators and accurately detect
their presence” [38].
By projecting decoys that appear and operate like production assets on the network
and at the endpoint, the organization obfuscates the attack surface, making it increasingly
difficult for an attacker to distinguish what is real and what is fake, inevitably causing them
to make a mistake during early reconnaissance. Deception credentials and ransomware
bait placed on endpoints will serve to direct an attacker attempting to harvest credentials
or access shared drives to a deception engagement server where attempted credential
use or access immediately raises an engagement-based alert. By injecting deception into
the network, the attack surface becomes exponentially more complex for an attacker to
penetrate. This can be used to the Blue Team’s advantage to prove network resiliency for
network reconnaissance, credential theft, man-in-the-middle, and Active Directory Attacks.
Additionally, advanced deception platforms will offer built-in attack analysis that can be
used to substantiate attacks, create documentation containing the full TTPs of the attackers
and Indicators of Compromise (IOC), and provide forensic reports to help attribute of the
attack [39].
3.4. Further Development of Cyber Deception
The establishment of the UK National Cyber Deception Laboratory (NCDL) as a nonprofit entity will bring together a unique range of internationally renowned practitioners
and researchers in the field of Cyber Deception across government, academia, and industry.
By building on this existing foundation, NCDL aims to create an environment that catalyzes
imaginative and innovative cyber deception research. Cranfield University, in partnership
with the UK Defense Cyber School, will support the establishment of the NCDL, which will
facilitate, encourage, and promote a world-class portfolio of research activity and provide
advice across the full spectrum of cyber deception operations. In particular, NCDL will
conduct research aimed at exploring concepts within each of the following themes [12]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cyber Deception in the context of national defense and security
Denying attackers the freedom to operate within organizations’ networks
Cyber Deception as an effective means of manoeuvre in cyberspace
Communicating intent to aggressively defend
Deterring Cyber attacks
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6.
7.
8.
9.

Shaping the behavior of cyber attackers
The layered approach to defensive cyber operations
Developing the means to exploit cyberspace to the best advantage
Moving Cyber Defense on to the front foot.

4. Military Education for Cybersecurity
Nowadays, there are more and more cases of cybersecurity threats. Most threats are
still covered by cybercrime, but there are more and more cyber attacks on critical infrastructure information systems. Therefore, modern military education should be directed
towards properly defined learning outcomes that support cyber culture and security and
develop the competencies of active military personnel in this field. Thus, it enables military
personnel to be trained and prepared for cyber threats. The interactivity, flexibility and
practicality offered by information and communication technologies enable the active
participation of all participants in the learning process. In addition, competitive aspects
in cybersecurity education promote understanding and development of analysis skills.
Kozina [40] points out that military education is changing all over the world and is growing
into places of development, change, scientific research, and quality teaching in a wide
range of necessary skills that every officer must acquire. Many theorists when talking about
military education think only of military training that develops skills, habits and abilities;
therefore, the focus is on the practical part. In contrast, in the academic community, there
has always been a tendency for knowledge to prevail over skills and abilities.
The military organization is, in itself, strictly structured. The ability to function and
the great reliability of the military system rests on a hierarchy in which the creation of will
takes place from top to bottom. The most prominent elements are command, obedience,
and reporting. The authors of [41] note that the rapid growth and diversity of technical
and technological knowledge is increasing. Predictions warn that military knowledge is
becoming obsolete even faster, so military education should be prepared for activities and
technologies that do not yet exist. The rapid development of science and technological
progress lead to the necessary need to link military training with academic knowledge.
This is why the purpose of military education is changing, and it is becoming a synergy of
academic and military knowledge, skills, and abilities. Military education for cybersecurity
must provide an answer to what activities must be carried out to protect all users of modern
electronic services in the armed forces, both in commands and in units, covering all cyber
threats as a whole.
From the research conducted by the US military related to Professional Military
Education (PME), the following conclusions about professional military education emerge:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

professional military education must be ready to anticipate current and future challenges and adapt to them;
there is a growing need for additional common and specific topics that should be
addressed in military schools;
experiences from lessons learned must be used in professional military education; it
must not only meet current requirements but also must be flexible;
officers must prepare for joint military operations, and this education must be part of
the curriculum;
some officers lack the key competencies needed to perform tasks effectively, so professional military education must be tailored to military needs;
military education must train officers to make decisions independently and take
responsibility for their implementation;
the school curriculum of military education must be subject to change to be able to
respond to future challenges;
military education must improve teaching practice and adopt more demanding standards of modern teaching methods [42].

Kozina [40] states that military education, as well as education worldwide, is affected
by many changes. The changes are primarily related to maintaining the common policies
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of the supranational NATO and EU alliances. All adjustments have been made in such a
way as to achieve a balanced education in military schools that are in the European Union
or NATO members.
To make military education recognizable for the needs of anti-cyber threats, it is
necessary to take into account how education is defined in NATO’s: “(. . . ) systematic
implementation of teaching individuals that will improve their knowledge and skills and
develop competencies”. It is a developmental activity that enables individuals to make a
reasonable response to an unpredictable situation [43]. It is clear from the above definition
that in NATO, education is associated only with the individual. Military education is
a systematic implementation of designed and organized training of military personnel,
which will improve their knowledge and skills, abilities, independence, and responsibility
and develop their competencies for making the right decisions in different situations.
Figure 4, adapted from [44], presents a model of military education in the armed
forces; we can see that it consists of four domains: operational, professional, institutional
and self-development.

Figure 4. Military education model.

Military education for anti-cyber threats consists of four basic pillars (foundations):
individual training, education, team training, and experience that supports these domains.
In the institutional domain (formal schooling), education comes first and is complemented by team training, experience gained and various forms of education and individual
training provided. Formal knowledge is acquired in military educational institutions,
supplemented by experience, expertise, and team and individual training. In this domain,
knowledge is gained about the key concepts of cybersecurity and the principle of their
operation, how to analyze hardware, software, network components and their relationships
to achieve system security.
The professional domain is implemented through team training, military knowledge,
and skills that are necessary for the work and professional development of each officer and
are developed and supplemented by acquired education and experience so far, as well as
individual training actions and procedures. In the professional domain, knowledge and
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skills are developed in the use of the necessary steps for the development of a cybersecurity
management system. The officers learn to distinguish the roles and responsibilities of each
individual that are related to cybersecurity.
In the operational domain, the first priority is individual training with members of
the armed forces who are trained to perform dedicated tasks (safe operation of information
systems at different levels of command), which is complemented by experience gained
in team training and education. In the operational domain of military education, skills
and abilities to respond to any threat promptly are developed, using best practices that
facilitate the implementation of recovery from a possible threat.
The self-developmental domain as the highest level of education. In this domain,
active military personnel independently establish control over the learning process, as well
as responsibility for learning outcomes. In the self-developmental domain, the most important is the will (intrinsic motivation) for learning and learning experience. Everything
is based on acquired experience, team training, expertise, education, and ultimately, individual training. In this domain, employees independently study various security models
(some of them are presented in [45]) that provide solutions for networking and addressing
security challenges. They compare the quality of different security models that can be used
with minimal modifications.
Likewise, education for civilian structures can also be identified with four domains
and four basic pillars as mentioned above. There is no difference in the education for
military experts and civilian experts because the threat is identical. The only thing is
that education for anti-cyber threats in civilian life is not unified in one institution, rather,
knowledge is acquired in different institutions.
When developing military education for the needs of cybersecurity, the basic concept
of military education, which is guided by the following criteria, must not be neglected:
a.

b.
c.
d.

There must be a sequence of training that enables the individual to perform a higher
level of responsibility and ensures the acquisition of an optimal level of knowledge
for a specific higher duty.
There must be cooperation with the university community to synergistically use the
knowledge developed by the latest research and implementation practice.
There must be a guarantee of the quality achieved through the evaluation of educational programs and institutions, internal evaluation, and external audits.
Diploma mobility and transferability of ECTS (European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System) credits earned in different educational institutions, even in
different countries, must be ensured. Prerequisites for mobility include the development of procedures for the recognition of higher education qualifications following
the requirements of the Bologna Process.

Every school, including the military, is constantly looking for successful and easily
measurable ways of training (methods and procedures). Military schools must be efficient
and satisfy the needs of all participants, including the principal, students, teachers, and
other participants in military education. The authors of [46] point out “(. . . ) that the
purpose of any organization, public or private, is to produce a quality product or to
perform a quality service”. Military education is under the care of the state and officers and
non-commissioned officers are educated at the expense of the budget. “One of the major
challenges is to link civilian and military training—joint training of civilian and military
personnel based on a comprehensive approach” [47].
In military education for cybersecurity, two basic types can be identified: general
education and special education. General military education encompasses all the necessary
knowledge and skills necessary for all military personnel dealing with cybersecurity,
knowledge related to mass media and information technology, and text analysis and
processing skills [48]. Specialist education is the narrow education needed only by military
personnel working on special sophisticated systems or in specific conditions. Participants
in all forms of military education should acquire military knowledge, skills, independence,
and responsibility—in one word, competence—that will help them in their work and
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further professional development. Fountain [49] states that they are as follows: cooperation
and joint action to achieve a common goal, collaborative way of working, ability to analyze
phenomena and their consequences, recognizing prejudices, stereotypes and egocentric
attitudes, critical reflection on available information, ability to understand other people’s
attitudes, ways life and beliefs, taking responsibility for one’s actions, etc.
The current system of education in military schools provides officers and non-commissioned
officers (NCOs) with the necessary level of knowledge, abilities, skills, and responsibilities
depending on the level of training. Based on the acquired knowledge, officers perform their tasks
in various duties in the armed forces. Military education for cybersecurity is greatly affected
by the reduction of the armed forces, as well as the introduction of modern systems that are
increasingly complex, all of which require greater competence of officers who must make quality
decisions in a shorter time.
5. Case Study
“Security investments are typically made in preventing an attack and ex-filtration.
This leaves a giant blind spot for organizations as attackers that bypass the perimeter
can then move laterally and steal credentials as they quietly establish a foothold, gain
privileges, and recon the network in search of their targets. Deception closes the in-network
detection gap by placing attractive endpoint lures, data deceptions, and traps throughout
the network. Organizations will immediately gain the visibility needed to derail these
attacks and remediate compromised devices” [50].
In this section, we describe cyber deception approach to cyber threats in more detail.
5.1. The Attack Cycle
Attackers have proven they can evade the perimeter to establish a beachhead inside a
network from which they can laterally move while remaining undetected, often for months
to years. Traditional security controls are simply not designed to stop the in-network
tactics that attackers use to elude detection while traversing the network. Cyber Deception
Platform should be equipped to prevent, detect, and reveal these tactics while denying
attackers visibility and access to sensitive or critical data to exploit. The first system
an attacker compromises from outside is just a beachhead, usually accomplished using
social engineering (such as phishing emails) or exploiting externally vulnerable services
(Figure 5).

Figure 5. The attack cycle.

Once attackers compromise a host inside the network and establish a foothold, they
must ensure that they can always return to continue their attacks. They install back doors
and remote access tools to establish persistence mechanisms, using covert communications
channels to remain hidden. They must then break out from this initially compromised
system to move around. In the next stage of the attack, they conduct discovery activities to
identify subsequent targets. They search the local system for data and credentials they can
steal to progress their attacks. They also query Active Directory (AD) from a domain-joined
system and extract sensitive information, such as domain administrator accounts, domain
controller addresses, service principal names, or Kerberos tickets. They can use this data to
find targets, compromise systems, and elevate privileges. Many recent attacks involved
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attackers compromising Active Directory for lateral movement. Once they identify their
next targets, they fingerprint the systems for any open ports or services to exploit or use
the data they gathered from AD to compromise them. They then move laterally to the
target and install their persistence mechanisms. Next, they look for sensitive or critical
data to either use to further their attacks or exploit for gain. They repeat this cycle of
discovery, credential theft, privilege escalation, lateral movement, and data collection until
they complete their mission. These steps can occur in any order and often do.
5.2. Deception Goals
According to security professionals, attackers are most concerned about intrusion
detection system (IDS) and deception technology at 56% and 55%, respectively. IDS stops
known attacks, while deception detects those that evade security controls. User and entity
behavioral analytics (UEBA), big data, AI, and other forms of network traffic analysis
rely on signatures, database lookup, or pattern matching to identify threats. This requires
time for the systems to learn and become effective and will also require ongoing tuning.
Throughout this process, security teams often experience excessive false positives that
create alert fatigue. The “noise” created by these solutions has limited deployments and be
a barrier to usage.
“Deception works very differently from typical analytics-based anomaly detection
systems such as SIEM, UEBA etc. These probabilistic approaches create massive data
stores—logging virtually every action—and require frequent tweaking of analytical models
and rulesets to reduce false positives. Gaining value from these systems virtually demands
a large, sophisticated security team, and an even larger budget. Because modern deception
technology reduces anomalies to a binary choice—either a bad actor has interacted with a
deceptive element or not, threat detection is a simple, automated deterministic approach.
The system operates unseen, with no effect on legitimate users, but creates an environment
that is hostile to attackers. No wonder that shops with limited staff have come to quickly
appreciate the combination of peace of mind and high efficiency delivered by deception
platforms. Deception is not a last-ditch effort or the last thing to layer on an already complex
stack. The technology is solid, well-tested by large and established firms, and offers such
value that it should be considered an essential component of any well-architected security
strategy” [51].
Deployment goals center on better detection of attackers with the benefits of improved
visibility and faster response. Primary goals typically include detection for (Figure 6):
•

Lateral Movement Across Attack Vectors:
–

•

Reconnaissance:
–
–
–
–

•

Network reconnaissance, stolen credentials
Enumeration, device exploitation of IoT, app servers, etc.
Application vulnerability (for example, SQL injection)
Default or simple passwords, brute force attacks
Misconfigured systems, network share reconnaissance

Advanced Attack Techniques:
–
–
–
–

Man-in-the-Middle, Active Directory recon, kerberoasting
Group policy preferences, network traffic capture
Malware, WMI exploitation, hard-coded credentials
Open ports and services reconnaissance.
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Figure 6. Typical Deception Deployment.

5.3. Types of Deception Technology
Today, there are several approaches to threat deception—network, endpoint, application, and data. Deception technology is available as a full deception fabric or platform,
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as features within a broader platform, and as independent solutions. When choosing a
solution, factors such as attack surface coverage, scalability, and efficacy against multiple
attack vectors are considered.
5.3.1. Network Deception
High-interaction decoys that appear identical to production assets are deployed
throughout the network and are designed to detect attackers during reconnaissance and
lateral movement attempts. The concept is to hide in plain sight by creating a camouflaged
environment where the attacker is tricked into believing that what is fake is real. For optimal detection and attack surface coverage, deception decoys should be able to mimic and
seamlessly blend in with the production asset.
Authenticity: Believability is critical. For full deception authenticity, the decoys should
run the same operating systems and services as production assets so that highly skilled
attackers cannot discern which assets are decoys and which are real. They should match
the other networking characteristics of production devices to be credible to the threat actor.
The highest level of authenticity can be achieved if decoys run the same “golden image”
that is used in production.
Lateral movement. A dynamic, high-interaction deception environment enables decoys
to communicate with each other to capture an attacker’s lateral movement and techniques
as they believe they are advancing their attack.
5.3.2. Endpoint Deception
In addition to endpoint decoys, genuine-looking and attractive deceptive credentials
and lures are placed on existing systems and servers. The solution also provides capabilities
to monitor available services on production endpoints, and redirects attempted access into
a deception environment. Plus, exposed credential mapping provides for visibility into
lateral attack paths.
•

•

•

Credentials. Comprehensive endpoint deceptions cover a wide variety of application and memory credential lures, browser credentials, history, and items such as
identity and access management (IAM) access accounts, access keys and tokens,
S3 buckets, serverless functions, and Domain Name Service (DNS) entries for cloud
environments. Customization of these credentials as well as timestamping keeps
them attractive. For authenticity, credentials should be able to validate within AD.
Additional AD deceptions can hide high-value objects such as administrator or service
accounts and present decoy credentials in their place without altering the production
AD environment.
Deployment. Agentless deployment models are generally preferred, as they require less
overhead to operate and maintain. Integration with existing endpoint management
systems can also provide deployment and management flexibility.
Deflection. Endpoint scan deflection and obfuscation of Active Directory information
deflects attacker activities to decoys for engagement and reduces the risk of lateral
movement Attack Path Visibility. Exposed, orphaned, or misused credentials stored
at the endpoints for attack surface risk reduction ar identified. This also identifies
misconfigurations that attackers can leverage to move between systems.

5.3.3. Application Deception
Application deceptions allow an organization to publish internal decoy applications,
such as a SWIFT terminal, a web application with a supporting database backend, or network directory services [52]. Application deception provides additional targets for an
attacker to pursue in the deception environment. It is especially useful for learning what
attackers are pursuing within the network as well as for identifying external and internal
threat actors using valid credentials.
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5.3.4. Data Deception
Database, network, and endpoint data deceptions can be placed strategically, giving
attackers the promise of personally identifiable information (PII), intellectual property, AD
privileged accounts, or other valuable data. They can also redirect network-enabled malware or ransomware attacks from production systems to the deception environment. Data
deceptions can include decoy file servers and services, fake credentials, decoy documents,
server message block (SMB) shared drives, and network shared folders. Adding deceptive
files, databases, or decoy document beaconing functionality provides additional insight
into what an attacker is seeking to steal and the geolocation of where files are accessed.
5.4. Deception and the Attack Cycle
Deception is an extremely effective detection mechanism throughout various stages
of an attack, providing visibility into actions that most organizations cannot easily detect.
Traditionally, most security investments have focused either on preventing the attacker
from successfully getting in (firewalls, antivirus, intrusion prevention systems, and similar
technologies), or detecting attackers who try to leave with any data of value (data loss
prevention). However, attackers spend the most time inside the network in the persistence
cycle of privilege escalation, internal reconnaissance, lateral movement, and maintaining
a presence [53]. Deception excels at providing internal visibility to such activities while
denying accurate intelligence to the threat actor through misinformation and misdirection.
5.5. Advanced Deception for an Active Defense
An active defense strategy involves direct defensive actions taken to destroy, nullify,
or reduce the effectiveness of cyber threats against an organization’s assets [54]. These
defensive activities increase attacker resource expenditures while reducing those of the
defender. With deception, the attacker focuses on targets with no corporate production
value, while the defenders gather information on the attacker’s tools, techniques, and methods. Deception puts the burden on the attacker to discern real from fake. Network decoys,
endpoint breadcrumbs, deceptive applications, and decoy data disrupt the attacker’s advantage of stealth by detecting them early in the attack cycle. When attackers attempt to
use deceptive credentials or engage with a network decoy, they spend precious time and
resources interacting with an asset that does not advance their attack. Conversely, the defender gains valuable threat and adversary intelligence. With deception, the attacker cannot
gain an accurate picture of the network. Network decoys appear as regular systems and
respond to discovery scans, causing uncertainty and polluting the attacker’s information
with inaccurate data. Endpoints deflect port and service scans to decoys for engagement,
making it appear to attackers that they are engaging with a production system instead of a
decoy. This misinformation alters attackers’ understanding of the network, slows them
down, and causes them to make mistakes. Introducing deception adds uncertainty to the
environment that attackers must now factor into their activities. Attackers that suspect or
are aware of deception in the environment must now question their discovery scans and
whether the system they are targeting is a valid production asset or a decoy that alerts on
malicious activities. The attackers can no longer trust their tools or target a system with
confidence, increasing their costs as they slow their activities in an attempt to validate
information, avoid the decoy systems, and identify real targets. The known deployment of
deception can be a strong deterrent. As attack processes become more complex, there is a
higher likelihood that attackers must repeatedly restart their attacks, and the economics are
no longer favorable. Collectively, these challenges motivate attackers to seek easier targets.
5.5.1. The Defender’s Edge
A critical advantage of deception-based defenses is that they give defenders an edge,
a home-field advantage. They can actively feed their adversaries deceptive information
that affects the observe and orient phases of a decision-making cycle called the OODA
loop [6,55,56]. The OODA loop (Observe, Orient, Decide, and Act) is a cyclic process
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model proposed by Colonel John Boyd, USAF, from their observations of air combat in the
Vietnam War [10]. He found that fighter pilots continuously cycled through four phases
while engaged with the enemy: observe what is happening, orient to the situation, decide
on a course of action, and then act on it. Pilots who cycled through this process faster than
their opponent usually won the engagement. To gain the advantage, one must either find
a way to cycle through their OODA loop faster or slow the adversary’s loop by adding
friction. Deception inserts significant friction through misdirection and misinformation
in the observe and orient phases of the adversary’s OODA loop. The defender gains
an edge over the adversary by slowing the attacker’s process, giving themselves more
time to decide and act, and providing a clearer understanding of how the adversary
is moving and reacting to the deception. Attackers make decisions based on faulty or
inaccurate information that clouds their situational awareness and disrupts their OODA
loops. With deception, defenders manipulate the adversary’s OODA loop, disrupt the
attack cycle, and gain a significant advantage.
5.5.2. Deception for Accelerating Incident Response
Deception provides support in identifying the extent of a breach and the efficacy
of existing security controls. Knowing that an attacker has bypassed the perimeter is a
useful first step, but gaining visibility into what other systems may be affected, lateral
movement paths, and what methods attackers used to bypass defenses provides benefit
beyond the immediate alert. In addition to providing actionable alerts backed by forensics,
high-interaction decoys gather information for the defender for post-incident analysis. Any
data about the methods or tools attackers leveraged to bypass security on a network decoy
aids the analyst in identifying how a security control failed and to mitigate the risk of a
returning adversary. The captured data also provide IOCs for the analyst to use in finding
other potential victims the attacker may have compromised. For example, during an attack,
the attacker drops an unknown binary onto a decoy that contacts a previously unknown C2
server through an encrypted channel to download a malicious payload. This set of actions
provides the security team with information that can be used during and after the incident
response process. The security team can add the C2 Internet IP address to the firewall and
external DNS blocks to increase defenses. This prevents malware from communicating
out and discovers other potential C2 servers’ IP addresses through malware connection
attempts. Additionally, through native integrations and APIs, response actions can be
automated. This often starts by augmenting detection with known threat intelligence,
which can include malware identification and domain reputation information. Examples
of solutions that integrate with deception platforms include McAfee DXL, ThreatConnect,
ReversingLabs, VirusTotal, and Webroot. In addition to expediting attack analysis and
correlation, integrations are available for automated incident response actions such as
blocking, isolation, and threat hunting. Advanced deception solutions will offer native
integrations with most major firewalls, NAC, SIEM, endpoint, and orchestration offerings.
Some go as far as automating with ticketing systems to expedite remediation. In particular,
the deflection function and Active Directory obfuscation combined with an EDR solution
essentially locks down the endpoint, preventing the attacker from moving laterally while
remaining undetected. Companies such as Attivo Networks have expanded beyond simple
automation and also offer extensive native integrations and incident response playbooks.
These accelerate response, either automatically based on policy or with user intervention.
For example, data can be sent to a range of tools to automate forensics, reporting, incident
response, isolation at the endpoint, or blocking on the network, and it can handle it in any
combination. Incident response analysts can identify other potential victims by searching
the SIEM for systems that had communicated with the C2 IP address or by matching
the SHA1 hash of the malicious payload to find infected endpoints. Responders can
then expand the scope of their remediation efforts to include these systems. The security
team can subsequently check if they have found and remediated all potential victims.
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The information captured by the deception platform is added intelligence for defenders to
use and share as needed to elevate the security posture across multiple organizations.
5.5.3. Deception for Identification and Prevention
Other useful deception functionality includes being able to identify and prevent
attacks. A deception platform is designed to learn the network so that deceptions can be
automatically prepared and deployed. Within this process, the tool gathers information on
exposed or orphaned credentials as well as misconfigurations. It will also pick up network
changes and show when devices come on and off the network. This visibility is extremely
effective for reducing the attack surface and is not typically achievable with other security
tools. Either in the form of tables or topographical maps, defenders can visualize the paths
an attacker would take and shut them down before the attacker can exploit them. In some
cases, the deception platform can also automate the remediation in addition to passing the
information to ticketing systems. With deception’s ability to hide priority AD objects at
the endpoint and present deception in their place, the technology diverts attackers away
from critical assets, countering attacks that target AD from gaining accurate information.
Additionally, the ability to deflect port and service scans at every endpoint reduces the
likelihood that the attacker can move from the initially infected system without touching
a decoy. Not only does this prevent attackers from expanding their foothold into the
production environment, but it also allows for detection earlier in the attack cycle.
5.5.4. Advanced Deceptions and Detection
Security teams can leverage deception for advanced deployments and cases (Figure 7).
Using a full-featured deception platform, they can create an entire deceptive Active Directory or LDAP server with associated decoys as part of the environment. They can also
choose to deploy deception routers, switches, and VOIP telecom deception, or application
and data deceptions specific to their organization, such as a deceptive SWIFT terminal
for a bank, or a deceptive gift card web portal with a fake database backend server. If the
security team operates a device network, such as IoT cameras or multifunction printers,
they can deploy deception assets that match those as well. Security teams can also create
decoy documents that beacon home when ex-filtrated, providing information on what
attackers are targeting and where the data are accessed.

Figure 7. Comprehensive deployment.
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6. Conclusions
The future of warfare will be in a digitalized multi-domain environment, which
needs new doctrines [57,58] for the conduct of operations. To ensure the readiness of the
capacities needed for this new environment, research in all relevant domain-specific cyber
capabilities is needed. Each military domain has its own cyber requirements as different
sensors are used and different procedures and different tactics for automated responses
are needed. The cyber research requirements for the military cyber domain are often
underestimated, as the research requirements are twofold. First, the military cyber domain
needs to develop its protection and attack capabilities, which are often not available on the
market. Second, the military cyber domain needs to develop protection techniques, sensors,
and procedures to protect the military cyberinfrastructure of all other military domains.
Moreover, the military cyber domain needs to be prepared for attacks on the national
cyberinfrastructure, including infrastructure for civilian use, in case, commercial cyber
protection measures are not working. This range of military cyber responsibilities is often
underestimated. However, the main result of the cyber threat assessment showed clearly
that the existing cyber defense strategies need improvement to counteract the existing
cyber threats [26].
In comparison with the newest related work in the area related to security operations
technologies and services innovations aiming to help security and risk management leaders
enhance their strategy [33,59], our paper’s originality lays in the investigation of the
cyberattack cycle and deception technology model for threat detection using deceptionbased methods, within the Hybrid Threats Model.
“As many organizations look to test their network resiliency, penetration tests are
playing an increasingly integral role in understanding a network’s vulnerabilities through
the simulation of a real attack. Deception provides early and efficient warning of attacks,
whether they be from malicious internal or external threat actors or a Red Team penetration
tester. The outcome of these tests illustrates how deception can be used to validate network
resiliency, demonstrates the power of in-network deception-based threat detection, and exhibits how attack information gathered can be used to accelerate incident response and
strengthen network defenses. These tests are also an impactful way to show the instant
value of deception and how easy it is to deploy and operationalize” [39].
Organizations need to consider and prepare for the impact of potentially disruptive
events such as natural disasters, cyber-attacks, pandemics, global warming, and political
unrest. Business resiliency is an organization’s ability to withstand failure so it can deal
with potential threats and survive and thrive. Being business-resilient means having
the ability to scale quickly and adjust operations to meet new market changes. In the
immediate term, organizations need to understand how to ensure the business continues.
When turmoil occurs, organizations need to know the following:
•
•
•

Which systems can be powered down and which systems are critical to maintaining?
What can be scaled back or done without?
Which parts of the business are going to be strained or at risk of failing? To strengthen
business resilience, an organization needs to focus on critical applications and accelerate cloud migration to support the digitization of the business [1].

In this paper, we made an introduction to deception technology and an overview
of detection to creating an active defense. We showed how deception fits within overall
security architecture and designed the conceptual Hybrid Threats Model and military
education for cybersecurity indispensable to achieve as well as the role it plays in detecting,
identifying, and responding to threats. Besides the basics of the cyberattacks cycle and
deception technology, we emphasize that deception should be used strategically to stop
advanced attackers.
In future research, NCDL researchers, suppliers, and customers will be brought
together to address problems, explore opportunities and advance capabilities in a space not
previously explored, to support collective understanding in the space of cyber deception to
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aid the development of capabilities and strategies as well as in the provision of advice and
guidance on cyber deception in proactive defense more broadly [12].
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SIEM
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UK
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The Active Cyber Defense Certainty Act
Active Directory
artificial intelligence
Application programming interface
Domain Name Service
European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System
endpoint detection and response
European Union
identity and access management
intrusion detection system
Indicators of Compromise
information technology
Network Access Control
The North Atlantic Treaty Organization
National Cyber Deception Laboratory
non-commissioned officer
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Observe, Orient, Decide, and Act
personally identifiable information
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server message block
security information and event management
tactics, techniques and procedures
user and entity behavioral analytics
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